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AS long as you are well yc
pay your way; but if fi

there falls upon you some
some illness, where will yoi
it will be too late. Now is
be careful.

Send this coupon. it v
first step on the road to saf
phoid and pneumonia and
come to the strongest wi
warning. One man in sevei
or is injured from an ace
every year.

yETNATakeout this Accumul
Policy. It protects your wi
death.it protects you aga
and sickness, too.

Consider this: out of 128,0
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for burns and scalds.5,800 for
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or "glass . hundreds for trippinj
over mats or rugs, for splintersin hands or feet and for
crushed toes. 2,500 for a

blood poisoning.
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Y If vou are killed in an acc
two limns or both eyes, we will
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We Pay You Up
To $50 a Week

If you are engaged in a "Pre3d"occupation, and under 50,
will cost you is $60 a year,
at small sum. we will pay you
eek as long as you live, if you
)led by an ordinary accident, or
iek if disabled by a railway,
or burning building accident.
above for partial disability.
pay you $25 a week up to fiftylare sick.
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